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Answering the Big Questions – SBIG Then and Now
Michael Barber

A product review in the most recent issue of Sky & Telescope Magazine
begins with the statement "No name is better known in the world of
amateur CCD imaging than SBIG, short for Santa Barbara Instrument
Group."

In This Issue:
1….General Meeting
2….Club Officers

What is not so well known is how the threat of US/USSR nuclear test ban
treaty violations and an "Ogre" were crucial to SBIG's beginnings. To fill
in some of these interesting details, one of SBIG's co-founders, Michael
Barber, will present a talk about SBIG's origins, some milestones in its
history and the latest developments in its product line for amateur
astronomers, including some demonstration and prototype items.

…...Magazines

Michael Barber - Vice President and a co-founder of SBIG. Avid amateur astronomer. Although his previous
professional experience was in a different field, from the early days of the group's Gamma Ray Burst research, he
…...RCA Library
has been an active contributor to the design discussions and decision making process for the development of the
3.....RCA Board Minutes SBIG products. His ideas to produce the ST-10, the ST-2000 and large format cameras with internal and remote
guiding helped start the ball rolling on these popular models

4….Special Interest
Groups
5.....Star Parties
6.....The Observers
Corner

8….DNA to the Stars
12...Youth Astronomy
Academy
…...Starlight Parade
13...Calendars

PUBLICATIONS - The Perseus Flasher and Satellite Glints, Astrophysical Journal (320:398-404, 1987 September
1).
AWARDS - Royal Commendation for services in support of scientific education projects of His Majesty King Rama
IX of Thailand, 2007
Mike Barber, a co-founder of the Santa Barbara Instrument Group and a lawyer for about 20 years, can obviously
feel at home in two separate worlds. Sometimes, he even does it literally. “My wife, Nui, and I currently have a
home in Santa Barbara and a home in Thailand, where she was born,” he says. “We go back and forth about once
each year.”
Barber was born in Berkeley, California, and, despite extensive travel through Asia, he’s lived in the state all his life.
And most of that time he’s loved astronomy, thanks to a friend of his grandfather. “One night [the friend] brought
over a telescope he made in his garage,” Barber says. “I remember seeing the homemade mirror and looking though
the eyepiece at Orion and Saturn.” Barber’s father also played a part in cultivating this interest. “My dad used to take
us to [San Francisco’s] Morrison Planetarium,” Barber says. “It was a real thrill for me to deliver a talk on CCD
imaging in that same planetarium many years later!”

All are Welcome! Monday June 17th
Social Gathering: 7 pm. General Meeting Begins: 7:30 pm.
Location: OMSI Planetarium
RCA is a member of the
Astronomical League.
http://www.astroleague.org
New Moon
Jun 08
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Trout Lake Star Party photo above courtesy Michael Minnhaar
Moon photos below courtesy David Haworth
First Quarter Moon
Jun 16

Full Moon
Jun 23

Last Quarter Moon
Jun 30
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RCA MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPTIONS
One of the benefits of RCA Membership
is a reduced rate subscription to Sky &
Telescope and Astronomy magazines.
The RCA member rate for Sky & Telescope Magazine is $33
for one year or $66 for two years. The RCA member rate for
Astronomy magazine is $34 for one year or $60 for two
years. For more information and payment options please see
the website.
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/mags/index.htm
Larry Godsey <magazines@rosecityastronmers.org>
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RCA LIBRARY
The Rose City Astronomers maintains a
comprehensive club library of astronomy related articles, books, CDs and
videos. These items can be borrowed by
members through checkout at the general meetings for a period of one month with renewals available by phone or e-mail to the club library director. The RCA
library is constantly growing through many donations and the
purchase of new materials. A listing of library materials (PDF
format) can be found at the library web page.
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/library.htm
Jan Keiski <library@rosecityastronomers.org>
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Minutes of the Rose City
Astronomers Board April
1st 2013
Held at OMSI Classroom 1

Board Members Present
David Nemo (President)
Ken Hose (VP Membership)
Mark Martin (VP Programming)
Larry Godsey (Treasurer, Webmaster, Magazine Sales)
Duncan Kitchin (Secretary)
Diana Fredlund (Media Director)
David Horne (Telescope Librarian)
Jan Keiski (Library Director, OMSI & Sister Club Liaison)
Katherine Kornei (Subsequently appointed as youth
director)
Don Peckham (Guest, Telescope Workshop Co-leader)
Viktors Berstis (Guest, Cosmology SIG Co-leader)
Jim Todd (Guest, OMSI)
Rusty Baumberger (Guest, Haggart Observatory
Coordinator)

Call Meeting To Order
David Nemo 7:00 p.m.

Determine if Quorum (9) Present
Duncan Kitchin: The meeting has a quorum, with 9 board
members present

Approval of Meeting Minutes
Duncan Kitchin: Move to adopt minutes from the March
2013 meeting, as distributed on the forum and subsequently
amended and distributed at the meeting. Moved: Duncan
Kitchin. Second: Mark Martin. Motion Passes 9-0-0

Officer Reports
7:10 p.m.
President (David Nemo): Nominal
Secretary (Duncan Kitchin): Nominal.
Treasurer (Larry Godsey): Monthly reports distributed.
Income and payments, profit & loss statement for the last
year. There is a payment for the Haggart observatory of
$741.65 which will be rebated to us by Clackamas
Community College. The proposed budget for next year
is also attached, for discussion at a future meeting.
VP Programming (Mark Martin): Report posted on the
forum. Have been keeping orders open for the speaker’s
book for this month. Will be sending out an
announcement to notify members that the order list will
be closing in the next few days so as to submit the order
and have books available in time for the meeting. New
Mexico Skies will be here in August. Still working on
finalizing the July speaker. Also working with Greg
Crinklaw to potentially arranging another SkyTools class
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some time early next year.
VP Observing (Vacant): No candidate has been identified
for this post as yet. We need to find somebody to take
care of arrangements for Kah-Nee-Ta. David Nemo is
going to contact Sameer Ruiwale to ask for his advice.
Mark Martin: issue with obtaining permits at Stub
Stewart: currently need to be at the ranger station
between 9am and 4:30pm Monday to Friday in order to
get a permit. Investigate whether this can be set up
electronically. Camp Hancock is this coming weekend.
We need to have 12 people attending for 2 nights in order
to make our quota; currently only about 8 or 9 signed up.
This is a significant reduction in numbers that have been
seen in the past. From feedback received, part of this is
due to the cost, and part is due to perceived limited
availability of space suitable for Dobsonian telescopes.
Ken Hose will be the on-site host for this event. Also
have a star party at Maupin in two weeks.
VP Community Affairs (Jim Higgs): Not present, but report
submitted to forum.
VP Membership (Ken Hose): 14 new members joined this
month, with 7 renewals bringing the total to 364 member
families, compared to 350 at the same time last year, and
334 the year before that. Brought in a total of $652 in
dues in the last month.
ALCOR (Ken Hose): 2 observing logs received and
submitted to the Astronomical League.

Discussion Items
7:30 p.m.
Jim Todd, OMSI 2013-14 OMSI/RCA agreement passed to
David Nemo. The agreement is exactly the same as last
year’s. The agreement will be posted online and acted on
at the next meeting. Jim expressed thanks for the
continued partnership between RCA and OMSI.
Request for funding from NASA is being drafted for an
exhibit outside the planetarium. Looking for partners and
advisers; particularly to continue to assist at OMSI star
parties, promote awareness and understanding of the
night sky, and disseminate information about OMSI
events. Jim has drafted a proposed agreement between
RCA and OMSI. David Nemo will send a letter of
support for this effort on behalf of RCA.
Astronomy day 2013 at OMSI. Sunday June 30 th. Astronaut
Don Pettit will be at OMSI that day to present. There will
be more information forthcoming as details are
determined.
Building an observatory with a retractable roof at Camp
Hancock. There is a donation of two 16” Meade
Magellan telescopes; would like to investigate if this is
possible. Will start a discussion on this topic on the
forum.
Jim was approached by Cycle Oregon, who would like to
hold a star party at the Cycle Oregon event this year.
September 10th and 11th at Frenchglen. The organization
proposes making a $500 donation to the club. Would
like to have a number of volunteers available with
telescopes for the two nights.
We have a Telecoil system available in the auditorium and
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the planetarium for hearing aid users. This is tapped
directly into the audio system, so it is only necessary to
make an announcement that it is available.
Astronomy Day 7:45 p.m. Already discussed earlier, will
continue to discuss this at future meetings.
7:50 p.m.
Info Fair: Program. Mark Martin: trying to organize more
activities and demonstrations for the info fair this
year. Mirror cleaning and collimation demos were
very popular last year. David Nemo will send a note
to Greg Marshall asking if it would be possible to
have some astro-imaging displays or demonstrations.
The telescope workshop SIG will investigate setting
up cleaning and collimating demonstrations.
Signs. Proposed to have some new signs made for the
Astronomy Fair (formerly the Info Fair).
Haggart observatory: need another 6 or 7 volunteers to
expand the program and make it more responsive to
requests. Have had between 8 and 15 attendees at recent
public viewing nights. The Astronomy Fair will present
an opportunity to promote this.

Action Items
Decision)

(Requiring

Board

Director Reports
8:35 p.m.
Merchandise Sales (Herry Tedja): Not present, but report
submitted. Herry may not be able to continue long term
because of time constraints. David Nemo is working on
this issue to either ease the time commitment or find
somebody else to assist. We had $215 in sales this
month. Would also like to get some new merchandise
carts; the current carts are a little inadequate for the task.
Larry Godsey is looking into this.
Youth Program (Katherine Kornei): Update on the survey:
received about 50 responses, with some very good
feedback. Have about 15 people who signed up to
volunteer in various capacities. Much information
received on suitable times, costs and content of the
classes. Now have a list of class topics that are generally
favored. Working now on reaching out to those who
volunteered to help and assembling details of the
program. Would like to start in August.

Adjourn
David Nemo 8:58 p.m

David Nemo 8:30 p.m.

Special Interest Groups
Astro-Imaging Special Interest Group
When:

Wednesday, Ju1 10th, 7pm

Youth Program
When:

See details in this newsletter

Location: Beaverton Public Library
12375 SW 5th St - Beaverton

Location: See details in this newsletter

SIG Leader: Greg Marshall
Email: ai-sig@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm

Leader: Kathy Kornei
Email: youth@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/youth.htm

Downtowners Luncheon
When:
Location:

Note different
meeting location
and day for this
month.

Friday, July 12th, Noon
India House
1038 SW Morrison Portland
SIG Leader: Margaret Campbell-McCrea
Email: downtown-sig@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm

New Members Special Interest Group
When:
Monday, July 15 th, 6:30pm
Location: OMSI Planetarium
Topic:
TBD
SIG Leader: Howard Knytych
Email: newmembers@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/new_members.htm

Telescope Workshop
When:

Saturday, June 22nd
10:00am - 3:00pm
Location:
Technical Marine Service, Inc.
6040 N. Cutter Circle on Swan Island-Portland
SIG Leader: John DeLacy
Assistant:
Don Peckham
Email: tw-sig@rosecityastronomers.org
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
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Astrophysics / Cosmology SIG
When:
Topic:

Wed, June 19th, 7pm
TBA

Note New Address
See website for map

Presented by: TBA
Location:
8012 SE Raymond St., Portland, OR 97206
SIG Leaders: Lamont Brock, Viktors Berstis
Email: cosmology-sig@rosecityastronomers.org
www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm
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OMSI - Star Parties
June 15th, 2013 - Summer Solstice Celebration
On June 15th, OMSI, Rose City Astronomers and Vancouver
Sidewalk Astronomers will celebrate Astronomy Day with a
free Star Party at both Rooster Rock State Park and Stub Stewart State Park! From beginners to experts of all ages, here's
your opportunity to view the stars and other celestial objects
up close and personal through telescopes. Viewing highlights
includes Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, the Moon and more!
On the scheduled day of each OMSI Star Parties, it is suggested that interested visitors call the OMSI Star Parties Hotline, 503 797-4000 Press #3 then #5, or check the OMSI Star
Parties web site for possible weather-related cancellations. The
event starts at sunset and is free with $5 parking per vehicle.
Warm clothing and a flashlight with red light are recommended. Personal telescopes and binoculars are welcome.
See http://omsi.edu/starparties for more information or cancellations.

Trout Lake Star Party
July 12-14, 2013
You will be setting up
your telescopes on asphalt or gravel. There are
fancy pit toilets on the
south side of the parking
lot. The nearest gas/food/
water is in Trout Lake.
If you bring an RV, park
in an organized way that
leaves access lanes for others who may be coming/going over
the weekend. All RVs must be on the pavement.
You can tent camp on the side of the parking lot in the grassy
areas. You will want a ground cloth under your tent and a reflective cover during the day helps keep the inside temperatures down. Propane stoves only and please use them up off
the ground on a table or stand. No open fires or charcoal briquettes.
There is no formal registration for the event itself, just show
up and enjoy the weekend. You don't even need a telescope to
participate; other members are enthusiastic to share their
views. This is a good opportunity for beginners to get acquainted.
There are lots of daytime activities in the area. Ice caves, waterfalls, day hike trails and Mt. Adams to name a few.
Directions can be found on the RCA website:
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/trout_lake.htm
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Haggart Observatory Public Nights
Through a partnership with Clackamas Community College,
the Rose City Astronomers (RCA) maintains the Observatory
and coordinates public access to the Observatory. During
2013, we have scheduled several Public Nights at the Observatory. We invite those interested to visit the Haggart Observatory webpage at: http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sp/
haggart.htm to find out dates and times for these sessions.

Star Parties Coming Soon in 2013!
Golden State Star Party Jul 6-9
OMSI Lunar Viewing Star Party Jul 20
Oregon Star Party Aug 6-11
Skyview Acres Star Party Aug 7-11
OMSI Perseid Meteor Watch Aug 12
Stub Stewart Star Party Aug 31
Sunriver Star Party Sep 4-8
Maupin Star Party Sep 6-8
OMSI Autumnal Equinox Celebration Sep 21
Skyview Acres Star Party Sep 26-29
White River Star Party Sep 28
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The Observer’s Corner

Howard Banich

NGC 5474, a Genuinely Remarkable Galaxy
M101 sits in a field of smaller, fainter galaxies, and if there’s only one you take the time to see after
enjoying the splendors of M101, I suggest it be NGC 5474.
Scan south of M101 by less than
one degree at low power and you’ll
come across 5474. It’s about the
same size as the central region of
M101 and is rather faint – or
bright, depending on the size of
your scope - at 11th magnitude,
but what makes it so visually remarkable is its extremely off-center
core, which is a result of gravitational interaction with M101. Surprisingly, 5474 is perhaps M101’s
closest companion galaxy.

DSS-MegaStar image

Classified as a dwarf spiral galaxy,
5474 is a rarity among dwarf galaxies. Although its spiral shape is
difficult to see, you’ll notice right
away that the bright core is offset
to the north edge of its disk, making it much more lopsided than
M101.
Both galaxies are about 21 million
light years away, with 5474 perhaps ever so slightly further away.
Gravitational interaction with M101
has triggered star formation,
sloshed 5474’s nucleus to its northern edge, and has probably given
M101 its somewhat offset shape as
well.

So even though 5474 and M101 look like they’re too far away from each other to be interacting,
that’s exactly what they’re doing. The photo below was taken with the 4 meter Mayall telescope on
Kitt Peak and shows a fairly bright HII region in the northern edge of the galaxy as well as many
smaller HII and stellar associations scattered through its disk and along its periphery. All this activity
was stirred up by M101.
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With an 8 inch and smaller scope under a dark sky,
5474 will be a faint, soft glow, and it will take relatively high power, averted vision and patience to be
able to see the offset nucleus. Scopes 10 inches and
above will start to show the offset nature of 5474 with
more certainty, and you may notice a 12.5 magnitude
star just northwest of the nucleus, especially in steady
seeing.
My first observations of 5474 didn’t note the offset
nucleus, and I didn’t make a sketch. The first time I
did draw it was at the 2007 Oregon Star Party, and I
recently returned for another sketch on the evening of
May 8, 2013 at Chuck and Judy Dethloff’s place in the
Coast Range due west of Portland. As it turned out, it
was one the darkest nights we’ve had in western Oregon in many years, with Sky Quality Meter (SQM)
readings that topped out at 21.52.

NOAO/AURA/NSF

In my 28 inch scope, 5474 reminded me of an off-center version of M64, the Black Eye galaxy, because there’s a dark lane that wraps underneath the southern edge of the bright core region, which
helps suggest an overall spiral pattern. The southern part of the core is brightest, furthering this visual suggestion.

Sketch by the author

There’s a broadly shaped fantail that’s very slightly brighter than the rest of the spiral arm area that
protruded out the southern edge of 5474 and extended vaguely towards the core. I wasn’t able to
see any of the individual HII regions that show up in the 4 meter Mayall photo, but I suspect together they helped create the impression of this slightly brighter area. Perhaps with steadier seeing
conditions and higher magnifications I could see some of them as discrete bright spots. Time will
tell.
My sketch was drawn at 253x, and at the time I rated the seeing a 4 on a scale of 10, with 10 being
perfectly steady. My rating of 4 means small scale structure was smeared out and the use of higher
magnifications didn’t improve the view. The transparency and darkness were both excellent though,
so with steadier seeing and an even darker sky I think there’s a good deal more to see in NGC 5474.
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DNA to the Stars
By Robert McGown

To use Newton's words, our efforts up till this moment have but turned over a pebble or shell here
and there on the beach, with only a forlorn hope that under one of them was the gem we were seeking. Now we have the sieve, the minds, the hands, the time, and, particularly, the dedication to find
those gems—no matter in which favorite hiding place the children of distant worlds have placed
them.
Frank Drake and Dava Sobel.
Perhaps as an advanced species in the universe our calling card is a message about our DNA. In
the movie Contact (1997), radio astronomers receive a message from space that they can’t understand and finally they figure out that the message is an instruction for a machine that will allow for
space time travel through a wormhole. The engineers from Earth eventually build the machine and
the scientists are able to communicate with the ancient ones of the universe. In a small way, we are
trying to communicate with other civilizations today. Radio astronomers have sent out messages to
target stars in space with information from Earth. Most radio telescopes are passive and you can’t
send messages to the stars. They are just capable listening, however some of the great ionic atmospheric bounce radio telescopes of the cold war are capable of sending messages to the stars.
An early message that was sent to the stars was done on the Arecibo telescope in November 1974
by Dr. Frank Drake, Cornell University, who was the creator of the Drake equation. Drake wrote the
message, with help from his colleagues Carl Sagan, and Barney Oliver founder of Hewett Packard.
The Arecibo message was broadcast into space a single time via frequency modulated radio waves
at a ceremony to dedicate the remodeling of the radio telescope. They aimed the radio telescope at
the globular star cluster M13, about 25,000 light years away because M13 was one of the largest
globular clusters in the northern hemisphere. At the time they knew the stars in the globular cluster
were some of the oldest stars in the galaxy. However they didn’t know that stars in globular clusters
tend not to have solar systems with planets, so the chance of the message going to a solar system
in M-13 was very slim. The message was also sent out at 2380 MHz on a pulsar frequency instead
of the cosmic watering hole so an extraterrestrial species would be looking at 1420 MHz instead of a
pulsar frequency. The Arecibo message consisted of 1679 binary digits, approximately 210 bytes,
transmitted at a frequency of 2380 MHz with a broad cast time of three minutes. The signal was
modulated by shifting the frequency by 10 Hz, with a power of 1000 kW. The "ones" and "zeros"
were transmitted by frequency shifting at the rate of 10 bits per second. The Arecibo message is the
product of two semi primes with a cardinality of 1679. It was arranged rectangular as 73 rows by 23
columns. These prime numbers were used because they would not normally found in nature together. The alternative arrangement, 23 rows by 73 columns, produces jumbled nonsense. The
message forms the image shown below, or its inverse, when translated into graphics characters and
spaces. Some scientists like Stephen Hawking or Martin Reese have said that maybe we should not
be sending messages into space because an advanced alien race could come to Earth and take our
resources.
The Arecibo message consists of seven parts that encode the following (from the top down) The
body of this message is now included in Russian transmissions along with other information in the
Teen Age message broadcast in Russian and English.
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Because it will take 25,000 years for the message to reach its intended destination of stars (and an additional 25,000 years for any reply), it's clear that the transmission was more a symbolic event than an actual attempt at communication -- if we were attempting to communicate, we'd probably send the message
more than once, or to more than one spot in the sky. A 1999 press release said as much, with Cornell
Professor Donald Campbell explaining, "It was strictly a symbolic event, to show that we could do it." Although the Arecibo message was more a demonstration of human technological achievement than a real
attempt to enter into a conversation with extraterrestrials, the possibility remains that some intelligence
could intercept the message and perhaps decode it -- and maybe, just maybe, reply.
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In mid 2001, a group of Russian teens from the Moscow
Center of Teen Activity, participated directly and via the
Internet in composing a Teen-Age Message (TAM) to extraterrestrial intelligence, and in the selection of target stars.
Organized by Russian Scientist Alexander L. Zaitsev, their
message was transmitted in the Autumn of that year, from
the Evpatoria Deep Space Center. Teen-Age Message
(TAM) was transmitted at 18:00 UT on August 29, 2001 from
70-m dish of Evpatoria Deep Space Center to the Sun-like
star HD 197076 in Dolphin Constellation. The total duration
of TAM was 2 hours 12 minutes. The interstellar broadcast
message consisted of three distinct parts:
1. Sounding Section -- coherent signal with slow Doppler
wavelength tuning to imitate the transmission from Sun's
center (10 min)
2. Analog Section -- Theremin concert to Aliens (15 min)
3. Digital Section -- Message: Logo of TAM, Greeting to
Aliens both in Russian and English (70 min).
The Coherent Sounding Signal was transmitted in order to
help Aliens detect the message and to investigate some radio propagation effects in the interstellar medium. The Analog Information represents music, performed on the
Theremin. This musical instrument produced quasi sinusoidal signal, which is easily detectable across interstellar distances.

OSETI Lynette Cook-copyright

There were 7 musical compositions in the 1st Theremin Concert for Aliens:
1. Melody of Russian romance 'Egress alone I to the ride'
2. Beethoven: Finale of the 9th Symphony
3. Vivaldi: Seasons. March. Allegro
4. Saen-Saens: Swan
5. Rakhmaninov: Vokalise
6. Gershwin: Summertime
7. Melody of Russian folk-song "Kalinka-Malinka"
The Concert program was composed by the Russian teens. The Theremin performers were Lidia Kavina,
Yana Aksenova and Anton Kerchenko from the Moscow Theremin Center.
A transcription of the digital TAM message the teens sent to aliens read:
Greetings from Teens to Aliens - TAM Text: Dear friends from the Universe! We are the children from the
Earth planet, sending this Message to you. We want you to know, that you are not alone in the Universe.
We offer to be your friends. The Galaxy, where you and we live, is our common Home. We named it the
Milky Way. The Earth planet is moving around the star named Sun. The planet itself is covered by ocean
and land. There are many creatures living our planet; but only people have created a technological civilization. We live in families: parents and children. Children like to play. We would like to show you our
games, drawings, music. The duration of our life is about 80 years. While writing this Message, we are
from 13 to 18 years old. So, we hope to receive your answer. People have many cultures, languages and
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religions. People have reached the technical
progress, but scientists have also invented
horrible weapons, which may destroy the life
on our Earth. Our planet is very beautiful, but
it is ill. Our problems are wars, ecology, exhaustion of natural resources. But we hope
we shall overcome these problems and all
people on Earth will be happy! We would like
to know about you! Please, reply. We would
be very glad. We wish you peace and love.
The children from the Earth, AugustSeptember, 2001.

Byrd steerable passive radio telescope, Greenbank West Virginia

HD
Constellation
Designation

Distance (ly) Spectral Type

The latest TAM target stars were:

Signal Power
(kW)

Date Sent

Arrival Date

HD197076

Delphinus

68.5

G5V

126

August 29,
2001

February
2070

HD95128

Ursa Major

45.9

G0V

96

September 3,
2001

July 2047

HD50692

Gemini

56.3

G0V

96

September 3,
2001

December
2057

HD126053

Virgo

57.4

G1V

96

September 3,
2001

January
2059

HD76151

Hydra

55.7

G2V

96

September 4,
2001

May 2057

HD193664

Draco

57.4

G3V

96

September 4,
2001

January
2059

Additional SETI research (Lynette Cook, Denise Keiser)
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Youth Astronomy Academy
The Rose City Astronomers is one of the largest amateur astronomy clubs in the country,
and is committed to helping educate and enable anyone interested in astronomy to
reach for the stars (and planets, galaxies, and nebulas). The RCA Youth Astronomy Academy is a
unique educational program developed for young students with an interest in learning more about our
universe, and how to use a telescope to observe its many wonders.
Who can attend?
 Any local student who is in the fifth through eighth grades.
When and where will the Academy be held?
 The Academy will be held twice a year.
 Fall 2013 Schedule: Saturday August 17, September 21, October 19, and November 16
- Location: Kennedy School, 5736 N.E. 33rd Ave., Portland, OR
- Hours: 9:30 – 11:30 a.m.
 Spring 2014 Schedule: TBD
How much will it cost to attend the Academy?
 Current RCA family member: $25
 Non RCA member: $37 (which includes $12 RCA Student Membership)
What will students learn at the Academy?
 The history and basics of astronomy, exciting astronomy discoveries, basic skills and techniques of
observing, and how to navigate the night sky and find things in a telescope.
 Interactive classes will be taught by experienced RCA members.
What else will students receive?
 An observing kit including a planisphere and copy of the Pocket Sky Atlas.
 Opportunity to attend night‐time observing sessions with one‐on‐one RCA mentor.
 Opportunity to receive Astronomical League observing program certifications.
 Opportunity to build their own telescope with help from RCA members (at additional cost).
 Participants completing the course will receive a Certificate of Achievement.
How do I apply to attend the Academy?
 Send an email to youth@rosecityastronomers.org to receive an application.

Rose City
Astronomers
Float for the
2013 Starlight
Parade
Thanks Guys!
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June 2013
Jun 01

Saturday

Starlight Parade

Portland

Dusk

Jun 01

Saturday

Rooster Rock Star Party

Rooster Rock

Dusk

Jun 03

Monday

Board Meeting

OMSI Classroom 1

7pm

Jun 07

Friday

Downtowner’s Luncheon

Abu Rasheed - 1921 SW 6th Ave, Portland

Noon

Jun 07-09

Fri-Sun

Maupin Star Party

Wapinita Airstrip Near Maupin OR

Jun 12

Wednesday

Astro-Imaging SIG

Beaverton Public Library

7pm

Jun 15

Saturday

OMSI Star Party

Rooster Rock and Stub Stewart State Parks

Dusk

Jun 17

Monday

General Meeting

OMSI Auditorium

7:30pm

Jun 19

Wednesday

Cosmology SIG

Firland Apartments Community Room
8036 SE Raymond St., Portland, OR 97206

7pm

Jun 22

Saturday

Telescope Workshop

Technical Marine Service Building

10am-3pm

Jun 22

Saturday

Haggart Public Night

Haggart Observatory

Dusk

Jun 30

Sunday

Astronomy Day

OMSI

1pm-4pm

July 2013
Jul 01

Monday

Board Meeting

OMSI Board Room

7pm

Jul 06

Saturday

Haggart Public Night

Haggart Observatory

Dusk

Jul 10

Wednesday

Astro-Imaging SIG

Beaverton Public Library

7pm

Jul 12

Friday

Downtowner’s Luncheon

India House 1038 SW Morrison Portland, OR 97215

Noon

Jul 12-14

Fri-Sun

Trout Lake Star Party

Flatop Sno Park near Trout Lake, WA

Jul 15

Monday

New Members SIG

OMSI Planetarium

6:30pm

Jul 15

Monday

General Meeting

OMSI Planetarium

7:30pm

Jul 17

Wednesday

Cosmology SIG

Firland Apartments Community Room

7pm

Jul 20

Saturday

Telescope Workshop

Technical Marine Service Building

10am-3pm

Jul 20

Saturday

OMSI Star Party

Rooster Rock and Stub Stewart State Parks

Dusk

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org

Rose City Astronomers
Oregon Museum of Science and Industry
1945 SE Water Ave
Portland, OR 97214-3356

